
INTRODUCTION 

R eview question / Objective The aim of this 
systematic review is to review the different 
methods of OCT analysis that have been 

performed in murine models of AD and to analyse 
which type of OCT has been used, which retinal 
sectors have been analysed, as well as the 
segmentation of the retinal layer and which 
software has been used for this purpose. In 
addit ion, we aim to provide a series of 

recommendations to overcome the challenges 
encountered in the use of OCT in murine models of 
AD.

To this end, the proposed systematic review will 
address the following question: What is the most 
appropriate methodology for analysing retinal 
images with OCT in murine models of AD? 

Rationale This systematic review is justified by the 
lack of agreement on protocols for OCT retinal 
analysis in murine models of Alzheimer's disease. 
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Condition being studied Alzheimer's disease (AD) 
is considered the leading cause of dementia (up to 
70% of all cases) and it is believed that up to 152 
million people will be affected by 2050 (1).The 
pathophysiology of the disease is characterised by 
abnormal processing and clearance of two 
proteins: amyloid-beta (Aβ) and phosphorylated 
tau (p-Tau), which are believed to lead to a 
neurotoxic inflammatory process, neuronal 
dysfunction and ultimately neuro-degeneration (2–
4). The disease begins up to 20 years before 
cognitive signs appear and this period is critical in 
the search for early diagnosis and future treatment 
(5).

In patients with AD, structurally changes in the 
thickness of different retinal layers in the macular 
area and in the thickness of the retinal nerve fibre 
layer (RNFL) in the peripapillary area have also 
been reported (6–9). For this reason, retinal 
analysis by optical coherence tomography (OCT) 
has been proposed as a good biomarker for early 
detection and monitoring of AD-related changes in 
the central nervous system (10).

To better understand the pathogenesis of AD in the 
retina, transgenic murine animal models have been 
used to analyse the deposits of Aβ plaques and 
neurofibrillary tangles or the neurodegeneration 
that occur in the retina (11). Histological evaluation 
has contributed to understanding the mechanisms 
and pathophysiology of the disease (12), but with 
the advance of technology, OCT has become one 
of the techniques currently used because allow in 
vivo analysis of the retina and thus being able to 
analyse the model at different time-points, allowing 
longitudinal studies to control the disease 
progression and follow-up the secondary 
therapeutic effects (13).

There are few OCTs adapted to the eye of murine 
models, and in many cases, devices manufactured 
or modified by the researchers themselves are 
used (14). As with clinical OCT, data collection 
protocols are not homogeneous and there is no 
consensus as to which areas are the most 
important for this analysis. 

METHODS 

Search strategy We performed a literature search 
up to April 2023 using “MESH” terms in PubMed 
and Scopus. This review was performed in 
accordance with the PRISMA 2020 Statement 
guide-lines. The terms used were: “Alzheimer’s 
mouse model”, “Optical Coherence Tomography”, 
“retina ….as well as their combinations. 

The search resulted in indexed articles (67 and 109 
re f e re n c e s f ro m P u b M e d a n d S c o p u s , 
respectively). After removing duplicates (n=62), a 
total of 114 articles were ana-lysed. After 

screening of titles and abstracts, 50 studies were 
excluded and only 64 full-text studies were 
retrieved and assessed for final eligibility. In 
addition, 50 articles were excluded for the 
following reasons: articles using OCT in mouse 
models of other diseases (n =33 ); investigations 
not using OCT (n =15 ); investigations in human AD 
patients (n =2 ). Finally, 14 studies were included in 
the systematic review. 

Participant or population The studies used in the 
systematic review include only populations of 
murine models of Alzheimer's disease. 

Intervention In all the articles included in the 
systematic review, optical coherence tomography 
of a murine model of AD has been performed. 
Variations that have been considered for this 
review include: The murine model of AD, as well as 
control animal, ages and sex.The eye analysed in 
each study.The OCT model used.The image 
acquisition protocol and the retinal sectors 
analysed.The segmentation of the different layers 
and the software used for it.The different findings 
found in each study. 

Comparator Not applicable. 

Study designs to be included Both cross-
sectional and longitudinal case-control studies 
have been included. 

Eligibility criteria We filter the articles by author 
criteria: the terms had to be in the title, in the 
abstract or in the article and they should be written 
in English or Spanish. These papers should clearly 
explain the OCT analysis techniques that were 
carried out on an animal model of AD. In addition, 
we consider articles that will help us better 
understand the anatomy of the mouse retina, as 
well as the use of murine retinas in disease 
research. 

Information sources The authors have used 
bibliographic databases: Pubmed, belonging to 
MEDLINE and Scopus belonging to Elservier.


Main outcome(s) The number of studies 
conducted thus far is limited, and there is a lack of 
consensus regarding examination criteria and the 
specific areas analysed. Therefore, it is crucial to 
establish a standardized protocol for the analysis 
and representation of results in order to facilitate 
comparability and enhance the validity of findings. 

Data management Study and analysis of the 
papers obtained in the selective bibligraphic 
review. 
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Quality assessment / Risk of bias analysis The 
results and conclusions obtained from this 
systematic review are not applicable to the 
practice of evidence-based medicine, as it deals 
with the analysis of murine models of Alzheimer's 
disease. The conclusions of this work cannot 
support that any of the protocols reviewed in the 
included works are adequate and therefore more 
work and unification of criteria in the study of the 
retina with OCT of these animal models is needed. 

Strategy of data synthesis In this systematic 
review, a qualitative approach has been used for 
the study of the different variables described 
above (see intervention point). In addition, these 
data have been summarised in tables to facilitate 
the reading and understanding of the manuscript.


Subgroup analysis Not applicable. 

Sensitivity analysis Not applicable. 

Language restriction The analyzed estudies 
should be written in English or Spanish. 

Country(ies) involved Spain. 

Keywords Alzheimer’s disease; AD mouse model; 
Optical coherence tomography; retina. 

Dissemination plans The authors will present the 
results in national and international congresses 
specialised in vision sciences, as well as 
disseminate the publication in the social networks 
of the Ramón Castroviejo Ophthalmology 
Research Institute. Among other transfer and 
dissemination activit ies, the authors wil l 
communicate the publication of the manuscript to 
the scientific culture unit of the UCM who will 
usually publish a press release and send it to the 
media. 
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